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ANOTHER REASON WHY KWM IS #1.

Our entire product line
is manufactured in-house
in the USA

When you control
the supply chain,
you control the quality,
cost, and time to
produce your product.
That’s why KWM’s entire product
line is manufactured at their
own state-of-the-art facilities:
a 15,000 sq. ft. fabrication plant
and a 45,000 sq. ft. CNC
and assembly plant.
It’s also another reason why
KWM is the largest manufacturer
and #1 seller of gutter
machines in the USA.

KWM Gutterman, Inc. was featured on Manufacturing Marvels®
which aired on The Fox Business Network on Tuesday, August 6th.
This 2-minute production spotlights American manufacturers.
Check out KWM’s video at: http://www.kwmgutterman.com/news/

www.kwmgutterman.com • Toll-free (888) 729-4290
After business hours call Ken at (815) 405-1731 or Keith at (815) 405-1729.

Family-owned and operated since 1983

FEATURES AND
BENEFITS OF OUR
HANGER:
• Available in aluminum,
galvanized, and
stainless steel
• Double ribbed and
gusseted for strength
• Available in sizes 7" - 12"

1-800-628-5849
www.garretymfg.com
info@garretymfg.com

Say Goodbye

Dirty Hangers,
Dirty Hands
& Dirty Gutters

to

Double Rib - 5” & 6”

Elite - 5” & 6”

Ultra Maxx - 5” & 6”
Speed Screw - 5” & 6”
I
N
C

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026
We pay the freight on any order over $100!
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Editor’s Note

W

elcome to the 3rd
edition of Gutter
Enterprise, the
only magazine
solely devoted to
the gutter industry. We’d like to thank
our readers, sponsors, and industry
professionals for their time and
attention to our publication. Gutter
Enterprise aims to be the voice of
gutter manufacturers and installers
across the U.S. Our bi-monthly print
magazine is available to over 7,500 of
the nation’s top gutter professionals.

For our September 2019 edition, we’re
looking at roofs and gutters, the rainmates of the home’s exterior, and how
they work together in water channeling harmony. Are there preferred roof
and gutter combinations? Do roofers and gutter installers get along? Read
the story to find out!
Other features include a fascinating article on historic preservation
districts and their effect on home construction, renovation, and of
course…gutters. We also talked to a couple of industry professionals, one
an innovative manufacturer of gutter accessories and a top-notch gutter
installer in the Chicago area.
Once again, thank you to our advertisers, contributors, and readers for
helping us build the go-to source for the gutter industry. We welcome
news of new products and installation methods, along with your
comments, questions, and feedback as we move towards future editions.
Enjoy,

Craig Hoffman
Craig Hoffman, Editor
Gutter Enterprise
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Industry Spotlight

Q&A with Rod Richardson of
Classic Gutters in Aurora, Illinois
By Craig Hoffman, Editor

R

od Richardson has been
installing gutters since 2004.
He focuses on custom work
in the Chicago suburbs where stately
homes including structures by Frank
Lloyd Wright, Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe, Bruce Goff and George Grant
Elmslie are located. There’s also a
large collection of Sears Catalog
Homes and Lustron all-steel homes
in the area. Classic Gutter’s work
with half-round and high-end materials like copper and specialized
downspouts have kept them thriving
in the gutter industry.

4
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How did you get into the gutter
business?

What is installing half-round gutters
like?

We’re based in Aurora, Illinois where
many homes were built in the late1800s. We do most of our business
between St. Charles and Hinsdale in
the Chicago suburbs. We originally
got into selling and installing gutter
covers. Many of our customers asked
us if we installed gutters as well. I had
cleaned half-round gutters previously
and loved the look of them, so we
recommended them to our customers
and the business took off from there.

Half-round is an intensive product
to install. We’ve been doing it for
16 years and its always a challenge
because we have to hand-miter
everything rather than use prefabricated corners. There’s a lot of planning
involved before the job starts. We also
use a lot of oversized 6-inch K-style
aluminum with round downspouts.

What about working in historic districts?
We do a lot of half-round steel and copper on historic homes. Most of the historic districts in our area
allow for aluminum to be used, and fortunately it’s
available in half-round with dark bronze or musket
brown colors that can mimic the faded copper look.
So, we do a mixture of different materials, and with so
many metals merging together galvonic corrosion is
a concern. Our solution for that is “Tyvek Tape” and
stainless steel screws. The tape provides a good barrier
between metals.
What trends are you seeing in the industry?
We’re seeing more metal used. Standing seam metal
roofs are becoming popular with galvanized gutters
to go with them. There are more and more homes
using Galvalume as well, which seems to be making a
comeback. There’s also a lot of requests for mesh gutter
guards coming our way.
What’s has made Classic Gutters successful?
We’ve been successful because, as the owner, I’m onsite for the entire job, making sure it’s done right. It’s
hard to find quality workers to install our half-round
systems. It’s an intense process and requires a lot of
training and expertise. We say that it’s a hard way to
make an easy living. GE

GutterWorks.com

BY FRONT STREET MANUFACTURING, INC.

DOWNSPOUT TILE ADAPTERS
Universal to fit ANY drain tile in the ground
Available in
Black or White
for the same
low price

Manufactured
in Iowa by
Front Street Mfg.

Sizes 2x3x3,
2x3x4, 3x4x3,
3x4x4, 4x4x4,
5x5x4, 6x6x6
and also 4x6x4 &
4x6x6 which also
fit 4x5 down pipe

PRICING ON WEBSITE
FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $300

Many more items available
at www.gutterworks.com
888-376-6871
DISTRIBUTOR PRICING AVAILABLE
Contact Randy: sales@gutterworks.com or 888-376-6871
September/October 2019
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Gutters &
Historic
Preservation
By Craig Hoffman, Editor

Copper Gutter System
- Classic Gutters Aurora, Ill

6
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Brown Vinyl
Mimicking Copper

The History of
Historic Districts

Pennsylvania Station in New York
City was once a majestic Beaux-Arts
style train station and considered one
of the city’s great architectural works.
Based on the designs of the Roman
Baths of Caracalla and the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, the 8-acre
terminal was deemed too costly to
maintain and was demolished in 1963.
In hindsight, this was an architectural
disaster and a watershed moment in
the modern preservation movement.
The demolition of the original 1910
Penn Station sparked the city’s preservation legislation, signed into law on
April 19, 1965. Out of the dust of that
grand old station emerged the NYC
Landmarks Preservation Commission.
From that small piece of legislation
came a movement to preserve, protect, and honor the nation’s significant
buildings and sites.
According to the National Park Service, there are over 2,300 historic districts in the U.S., containing more than
95,000 properties, representing 1.8 million contributing resources - buildings,
sites, districts, structures, and objects.
Historic districts might just seem like
something you seek out on vacation,
like Seattle’s Pike Place Market, New

York’s Greenwich Village or New
Orleans’ French Quarter. But there’s
probably one close to you. According
to the National Park Service, the standard criteria used to determine historic
worthiness is: “possesses a significant
concentration, linkage, or continuity of
sites, buildings, structures, or objects
united historically or aesthetically by
plan or physical development.”
This could be a residential area with
several buildings constructed in the
same distinct style, to a downtown
business district that preserves the
buildings from the town’s early development. Other examples of historic
districts include college campuses,
large estates or farms, villages and
industrial complexes.

Historic District
Designations

Unfortunately for homeowners and
prospective buyers of buildings in an
historic area, there can be a labyrinth
of local, state, and federal designations
and regulations to consider. Most historic districts begin at the state-level,
where nominations are accepted for
preservation status. Once approved,
that area can be nominated for national recognition to the National Register
of Historic Places, which is managed
by the National Park Service.

Adding to the complexity are local
historic district designations. These
mostly come from a local preservation
ordinance, which is the legislation that
provides the rules for how historic resources will be identified and preserved,
and the second is a historic preservation
commission. These commissions may
go by different names in different states,
but their general mission is to identify
local historic districts and preserve the
architectural, design, and overall aesthetic of the buildings, landscape, and
infrastructure.
Scattered across over 2,300 historic districts in the U.S. also comes over 2,300
different sets of rules, restrictions,
recommendations, and even penalties
for preservation of historic structures.
Most municipalities follow a set of regulations that govern new building and
renovations in the area. The regulations
are enforced by the Historic Preservation Commission in a process known
as local design review. The local design
guidelines govern any building in the
area, which is why historic district
status is sometimes aimed at keeping
condo developers and big box superstores out of the neighborhood. These
rules may relate to all exterior features
including windows, doors, rooflines,
paint colors and materials used to
conduct repairs.
September/October 2019
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Richardson. “Copper is often just too
expensive for the homeowner, so vinyl
gutters in a dark brown for example
mimic copper quite well.”
Another option is galvanized steel and
Galvalume, which are steel gutters
dipped in molten zinc and aluminum
for strength and corrosion resistance.
The clean lines of half-round complement the heavier appearance of shakes,
slate, and tile roofs as well.

Half-Round Copper
on a Tile Roof

Gutters in Historic
Districts

Where do gutters come into play?
Research in dozens of historic preservation guides across the U.S. showed
that most architectural review boards
mention gutters only in passing, as
either a part of the roof structure,
or as a general recommendation for
homeowners to keep the architectural
character of historic buildings.
For example, the Historic District Design and Preservation Guide in Harrisburg, Pa. notes that “architectural metals
such as cast iron, wrought iron, copper,
tin, sheet metal, aluminum, steel, lead,
zinc, brass, and bronze are all traditional
architectural metals that contribute to
the architectural character of historic
buildings. They do so through their
distinctive forms, finishes, and details.
These are often highly decorative and
may be important in defining the overall
historic character of a building.”
For homeowners and gutter installers,
there is often a fair amount of leeway
in selecting, installing, and maintaining gutters on historic homes.
Installing gargoyles on a Craftsman
house? Probably not. But selecting
colors and materials that match either
the original design of the building or
architectural style are good-to-go.
Rod Richardson of Classic Gutter in
Aurora, Illinois says that their historic
preservation district mandates gutter
installation maintain the aesthetic
and placement of the home when it
was originally built. “We’re able to get
waivers from the committee in certain
circumstances. It’s also important for
8
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homeowners to note that grant funding is available in certain areas like
ours to maintain the historic nature of
the house.”

Historic Home Gutter
Selection

Fortunately for homeowners and
gutter professionals, there is a great
variety in gutters and accessories that
can either reproduce the historic effect
of the home, or mimic the style using
modern materials that maintain the
desired aesthetic.
“We see a lot of built-in gutter systems
on the older homes within our historic district,” says Ben Chamberlin, an
architect and member of the Borough
of Carlisle (Pa.) Historical and Architectural Review Board. “We’re comfortable as a board if the owner maintains
the aesthetic and functionality of the
original. Most historic review boards
like ours are advisory in nature, so
we try to work with the homeowners
rather than be adversarial.”
Increased use of copper gutters lends
itself nicely to certain styles like
Colonial and Victorian. Half-round
gutters were popularized in the early
1900s when metal roll machines came
into regular use. In their heyday at the
beginning of the 20th-century (until
the K-style gutter rose to popularity in
the late 1940s) the half-round gutter
was commonly found in a multitude of
materials readily available at the time.
“Nowadays you can use aluminum
and steel gutters to replace older
copper styles without sacrificing
the historic look of the house,“ says

Other materials such as wood, zinc,
and cast iron were once popular gutter
materials that can be found on some
historic homes and buildings. These
are specialty products with a special
(meaning high) cost to the owner that
can be mimicked by more modern materials. This is also an opportunity for
custom work. “Samples of the existing
gutter and roof systems are great so we
can best mimic the original design,”
says Ron Wessels of Concord Sheet
Metal in Concord, Calif.
“I’m constantly amazed at the quality
craftsmanship that went into historic
homes,” says Wessels. “It’s always a
great opportunity for designers and
installers to make an impact on a classic home in a historic district.“
Yet homes located in historic districts
can be more expensive to maintain
and renovate. Materials can be more
costly than the average home, and installation of custom materials or on to
unique roof systems can lead to higher
labor costs. But with careful planning
and diligent research into cost-effective “classic look” gutters, installation
of new gutter systems need not break
the bank.
Preserving the charm and aesthetic of
historic districts is considered by most
a noble and dignified endeavor. Our
country’s history is often contained
in the homes and other structures we
have built through time. Gutters play
an important role in these distinctions
and with some research, planning,
and quality installation, they can add
warmth and functionality to our history. For more information, contact your
local historic preservation commission,
or the National Park Service’s National
Register of Historic Places. GE

Onsite vs. Delivery- Pros and Cons
By Craig Hoffman, Editor

Construction: Onsite or Delivery?

T

here are a few truths in the gutter industry. A simple
yet perhaps overlooked aspect of gutter installation
is how the materials get to the site. Since they are
inanimate objects, someone or something must get those
gutters ready for hanging. How are they moved to the jobsite? Are they brought from a warehouse or wholesaler? Or,
are they delivered to the site direct from the manufacturer?

On-Site

Seamless gutter machines have provided some resolution to
this conundrum since their incorporation into the industry
in the 1970s. Afterall, why have dozens of separate sections
of gutter that need to be connected – often then exposed
to wear-and-tear and prone to leaks and complete separation – than seamless gutters, which allow for long strips of
gutter trough made on-site and installed efficiently for both
the gutter company and the homeowner.
“Seamless gutters allow for installers to roll long lengths
of gutter. There’s no worry about damage because its being
manufactured on-site, says Kurt Heisey, of Liberty Seamless
Enterprises in Knoxville, Pa. “This process is really light
manufacturing and the material is bought at less cost with
full coil rather than in 15-or-20-foot lengths. This savings
in installation materials and labor can then be passed along
to the homeowner.”
According to Heisey, “many contractors and homeowners
don’t know that many gutter professionals can and will

come to a house and run lengths of seamless gutter for
them (often called ‘cut-and-drop’) to install themselves at
a cheaper price than buying sections of gutter or having
them delivered.”

Delivery

The major pros of delivery are obvious. Materials are
deposited in front of the house ready for installation in
most cases. However, costs for this method are higher, and
long lengths of gutter are susceptible to damage in shipment. Gutter professionals also prefer delivery of gutters
and accessories to the jobsite of custom or specialty gutter
materials like copper and larger downspouts.
Gutter contractors can pick-up their materials from a
wholesaler or manufacturer distribution point. This method is cheaper for both the installer and homeowner, and
provides a more timely way to stay supplied during the job.
Most manufacturers of gutter machines and materials
both ship to the site and wholesale,” says Tag Saunders
of Raytec Manufacturing in Ephrata, Pa. “We’re seeing
ourselves and many industry leaders increase their
wholesale inventories – investing in more distribution
points and third-party distribution partnerships. Contractors are requesting our products in the store for
timelier and more efficient procurement of the materials to finish a job.” GE
September/October 2019
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Gutters
and Roofs

Working
Together
By Craig Hoffman, Editor

R

oofs and gutters handle
a lot of water. Consider
this: one inch of rain
falling on 1000 square
feet of roof amounts
to 550 gallons of water
flowing off your house, making roofs
and gutters intertwined “rainmates” as
they steer the liquid falling from the
sky away from the home and safely
back to the ground. How do roofs
and gutters work together? Do they
work against each other? What should
homeowners and installers know
when deciding on roofs and gutters?
Modern roofs do a pretty good job
of keeping rainwater at bay from the
house interior. Fortunately, we’re long
past thatched roofs of straw. Nowadays,
roofs are made from strong and technically sophisticated materials. As with
most choices, there is a direct relationship between quality and expense, and
in the case of roofing, “quality” usually
translates as longevity.
10
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Riveting Roof Types

Roofs do a lot more than just serving
the practical purpose of protecting a
house and its occupants from the outside elements. For instance, a roof ’s
shape plays a major role in defining
the overall look and style of a house.
For example, the profile often found
in Spanish and English Revival homes,
which typically use half-round gutters,
offers an almost medieval appearance
and is usually installed with round
downspouts.
In addition to aesthetic appeal, local
weather conditions determine whether
some types of roofs are better suited
for a particular climate than others. For
example, while a classic gable roof is
common in most parts of the U.S., as it
offers superior protection against snow
and ice dams, it’s not the best choice
in areas that receive hurricane-level
winds where a hipped roof is preferred.
Roofs can also make your home more
resilient and energy efficient.

Roofing materials can also be a major
factor in the overall roof-and-gutter
functionality. Again, weather can
determine suitable roofing materials.
For example, stone-coated steel roofs,
available in shingles, shakes, tiles and
panels, offer 120mph wind resistance
and excellent durability.
There are a few major categories of
roofing materials including:
Composite Asphalt Shingle Roof
Composite shingle roofing is the
most popular of all roofing materials,
found on more than 80 percent of
all homes. Composite shingles use
either an organic or fiberglass base
that is saturated with asphalt, coated
on the bottom side with asphalt, and
the exposed surface impregnated with
small chips of slate, schist, quartz, or
ceramic granules. The vast popularity
of shingles owes to the relatively low
cost, easy installation, and decent life
expectancy.

Clay or Cement Tile Roofs
Clay tile roofs are very popular in the
Southwest, but they can be found anywhere in the country thanks to their
incredible strength and durability.
Traditional tiles are made from terracotta clay, but there are also ceramic
tiles roofs (made of fired clay), as well
as concrete tile roofs. All consist of
individual tiles installed in overlapping layers over the roof surface, and
all have roughly the same degree of
strength and durability.
Slate Roof
Slate is another version of a stone roof,
but rather than being made from molded clays or concrete, these are roofs covered with actual stone hewn from rock
mined from quarries. Slate has a natural
tendency to split into flat slabs, making
this the ideal natural stone to cover
roofs. Slate must be installed by trained
craftsmen. It is the most expensive of
common roofing materials, but also the
most durable of all.

Gutters & Roofs:
Perfect Together

Wood Shingle Roof
Wood shingle roofs are made from
thin, wedge-shaped pieces of natural
wood, such as cedar or yellow pine,
which are sawn from logs. They make
for an extremely attractive roof but
are tricky to install and not suitable
for most DIYers. Growing fire hazards
in some regions of the country have
caused legal restrictions on the use of
wood roofing materials. They are not
a good choice in any location where
there are seasonal wildfire hazards.

A roof must be designed with a
suitable fall to allow for rainwater
discharge. The pitch of a roof is determined by the construction material of
the covering. Considerations should
be made on the selection of new roofs
for the most efficient rainwater runoff,
so gutter size should accommodate
the average rainfall in the region, as
well as the home’s unique build and
orientation.

In areas prone to heavy downpours,
larger-sized gutters, especially on
metal or cedar shake roofs is prudent.
Because gutters should be large enough
to drain away all the rain from the
home, the right size is crucial. If gutters
are too small, they may get overloaded
in heavy downfalls leading to potential
water damage. If too large, they can
look out-of-place in comparison to the
architectural design of the home and
can be more expensive to maintain.
Whether the roof of the home is made
of shingles, tiles, or other roofing materials, it’s the home’s primary defense
against weather and the elements that
can cause costly damage to your home
and what’s inside it. Roofs have a safeguard against water intrusion – the rain
gutter system! Installing reliable rain
gutters and maintaining an adequate
drainage system can go a long way
toward preserving the roof and other
moisture sensitive parts of the house,
like walls and foundations.
There are several points to consider
when choosing roof gutters for a home.
Quality and performance should be
paramount, but gutters are not just
utilitarian anymore. Styles and materials can serve a useful purpose and
benefit the look of your home.

Question: to Remove or
Not to Remove

It is common for a homeowner to ask,
should I replace my gutters when I
have my roof replaced? For many, there
is no better time to replace gutters than

Standing-Seam Metal Roof
An increasingly popular type of
roofing, especially in areas prone to
wildfire danger, standing-seam metal
roofs are made from large steel panels
laid on the roof deck with the seams
overlapping in raised ridges that run
vertically along the roof slope. Metals
used are usually steel or aluminum,
although copper and zinc are also
used. These roofs are virtually maintenance-free and very durable.
September/October 2019
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when a roof replacement occurs. Roofers can take off existing gutters for the
install. Most roofing systems have the
gutters installed last. There are instances when the house is re-roofed but not
re-guttered. However, it’s easier to do a
more complete flashing of the gutter/
roof edges if it’s done at the same time.
Roofs being replaced due to storm
damage means a chance that the gutters were damaged by the storm as well.
In addition, for lots of homeowners, it’s
less painful to part with a hefty sum of

money once, enabling them to budget
accordingly rather than two separate
jobs. Also, it might be easier to pay
for the work with funds from a single
source (like a tax refund or home equity loan) by combining projects.

Roof ... Meet Gutter

Rain gutters and downspouts are
designed to divert and carry rainwater
away from the roof and foundation
of your house, which helps maintain
the integrity of its construction. They

30+ Years. 19 Gutter Guards.
1000 Different Environments.

We Have a
Gutter
Guard
for That.

www.E-ZGutter.com
e-z 2018 spring 8x10.75 .indd 1
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e-z island half vert 4.625 x 7.375.indd 1

prevent soil erosion, damage to siding,
and basement leaks.
Homeowners may eventually learn
that their gutters aren’t carrying
water away from the foundation.
Past installation problems may have
compromised the roofing system to
perform the job it was designed to do.
“During installation, there can be a
problem with the drip-edge not properly siphoning the water correctly.
Homeowners may think their gutters
are leaking, but it’s really the flashing
not properly moving the water into
the gutter,” says Kurt Heisey of Liberty
Seamless Enterprises in Knoxville, Pa.
Finally, to the chagrin of gutter installers everywhere, some homes just don’t
have any gutters at all. Obviously, it’s
important to have a proper system in
place to help prevent damage to siding
and foundation during rainstorms.

Gutters and Roofers
Working Together

As many installers can attest to in their
career, gutters are usually the last task on
a construction project and are often an
afterthought for the contractor, roofer,
and homeowner. Many roofers also install gutters and install them well. Other
roofers will subcontract with a gutter
company, especially if the job is complex
or requires sophisticated materials and
handling. “The majority of installations
are handled by gutter professionals,”
says Tag Saunders of Raytec Manufacturing in Ephrata, Pa. “Gutter installers
have the machine and operation to do
multiple jobs in one day, so they are the
go-to subcontractor for most roofers.”
Time is money as the old expression
says, and roofing/gutter jobs are no
different. Construction delays and
weather can play a part in the cadence
of work done on a house. According
to Heisey, many roofers will have a
seamless gutter machine so they can
begin installation quickly, rather than
waiting for a gutter professional. “The
roofer or contractor already have their
ladders up, the crew in place, and
want to keep the job moving forward
quickly, so they will install gutters
themselves for efficiency.” GE
3/30/18 12:55 PM
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Manufacturer Spotlight

Q&A with Tag Saunders of Raytec LLC
in Ephrata, Pennsylvania
By Craig Hoffman, Editor

R

aytec Manufacturing is a multi-generation, family-owned company that manufacturers metal
products for multiple industries. Their signature
products are the Hangtite & Hangfast Hidden Gutter
Hangers, REAL Gutter Cover, screws designed specifically for gutter applications, redi-formed flashings, custom fabrication, and more. The company distributes its
products nationally from warehouses in Pennsylvania,
Missouri, and Idaho.
How did Raytec get started?
Raytec LLC was founded in 1974 by a family with a
long and interesting history of metal fabrication. The
family initially produced gutter ferrules and other metal
products. Raytec’s engineers made improvements to
the ferrule design and manufacturing processes, which
resulted in a stronger product that could be sold for less.
As the business continued to grow, capabilities were expanded, and new products were added; redi-formed step
flashing, as well as agricultural products for the dairy
and swine industries.
How has Raytec evolved over the years?
Changing market conditions create new challenges for
any industry. In the 1980s, nearly all gutter installations used spikes and ferrules where an entire section
of gutter could be ruined with a single missed swing of
the hammer. Innovations in cordless drivers made using
screws more efficient. Thus, the demand for hidden
gutter hangers grew.
Most of the original hidden hangers produced were significantly weaker than spikes & ferrules. Raytec engineers
designed hidden hangers that achieved the strength comparable to spikes and ferrules. We created the Hangtite’s
Hidden Hanger and then the Hangfast to meet the market’s
demand for a strong hanger with an integrated screw.
What areas do you service?
We have three warehouses, one here in Ephrata, Pennsylvania, and manufacturing and distribution facilities in Missouri and Idaho. We’re able to reach most of the U.S. with
a two-day ship point. We ship internationally to countries
that primarily use the K-style gutter hanger, especially to
France, Belgium, Ecuador, and even Fiji.

Tag Saunders

What trends are you seeing in the gutter industry?
We’re seeing more use of 7-inch gutters and hangers.
There’s also more use of copper, which is a more expensive
product than aluminum, and probably increasing in use
due to the good economy. I’m also hearing more installers
using stainless steel screws and fasteners. We have always
recommended stainless steel for our hangers and when
looking at the cost per job, it’s only a few dollars more.
We’re constantly monitoring the demands of a changing
marketplace. There’s a gravitation toward quality– installers
are wanting quality products that last. The economy has
been strong. Installers are busy. They’re too busy for callbacks. The few extra dollars they spend for a higher quality
installation is worth it now more than ever … and more
seem to be recognizing it. GE
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Gutter Tools & Accessories
E-Z-Hydroclean® Gutter Guards

This solid gutter protection system uses patented
multiple front radius curves for our lowest profile.
It snaps into the gutter with an exclusive positive
lock system that uses no fasteners and doesn’t
disturb the shingles.
E-Z Hydroclean® allows water to track around the
front curve by surface tension, and into the gutter
through slots. Options: pre-cut miters for inside
and outside corners, plus pre-made endcaps.

Industry News
Installed Building Products, Inc., an industry-leading installer of insulation and complementary building products,
announced the acquisition of Trademark Roofing and Gutters (“Trademark”). Founded in 1996, Trademark has two locations in the Raleigh, North Carolina market. Trademark provides roofing and gutter installation services primarily to the
new residential construction market and has annual revenue of approximately $9.0 million.
“We are extremely excited to announce our first acquisition in the roofing installation end market. This is part of our longstanding strategy to add complementary installation services that expands our end markets and deepens our relationship
with builders. Raleigh is a great market for IBP to expand into roofing, as we now offer local builders installation services
including insulation, blinds, garage doors, gutters and roofing. So far this year we have closed eight acquisitions representing approximately $52.0 million of acquired revenues. Acquisitions remain a key component of our growth plan and we
continue to have a robust pipeline of acquisition opportunities across multiple geographies, products and end markets.”

OnSite Seamless is a nationwide provider of commercial & residential seamless gutter products in many profiles, sizes
and lengths in 8” Seamless Half Round - 6” Seamless Half Round 7” Box Seamless Gutters with Optional 4” Flange
8” Seamless K-Style - 7” Seamless K-Style & 6” Seamless K-Style
Materials : 16 & 20 Oz Copper - .027 - .032 - .040 Aluminum 26 & 24 and 22 Gauge Galvalume - 24 & 22 Gauge Steel images
Contact- Dan @ 800-517-5246 or go online www.onsiteseamless.com
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Industry Resources and Websites
Hancock Enterprises, Inc.
www.hancockent.com

Liberty Seamless Enterprises
www.libertyseamless.com

KWM Gutterman, Inc.
www.kwmgutterman.com

National Weather ServiceClimate Prediction Center
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
products/Drought/

Senox Corporation
www.senox.com
Raytec Manufacturing LLC
www.raytecllc.com
Diamond Back Gutter Covers
www.diamondbackguttercovers.com
Ralph Wilhelm Seamless Spouting Inc.
www.wilhelmspouting.com

www.disastersafety.org
Insurance Institute for Business & Home
Safety, a nonprofit research organization “leading to real-world solutions for
home and business owners, helping to
create more resilient communities.” Their
best practices and certification program
called “Fortified” provides contractors
and installers guides to retrofitting and

installing new weather-prone materials.
They suggest that “gutters and downspouts be designed and tested for
outstanding performance.”
www.rainchains.com
Artistic Downspouts for Home, Business
and Gardens using pure copper, brass
and even aluminum for materials.
www.allweatherarmour.com
The Only Four Season Roof & Gutter
Protection™

Front Street Manufacturing, Inc.
www.gutterworks.com
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We truly appreciate the companies who have put their faith in Gutter Enterprise.
We welcome our new advertisers! Thank you for your belief that our
magazine will benefit the entire industry.
This is your publication and an opportunity to grow sales, industry awareness and
exposure to over 7500 subscribers nationally.

Fill out a subscription card to receive
Gutter Enterprise all year long!
A bi-monthly publication for the seamless gutter industry. For advertising
opportunities, contact the publisher at brian@gutterenterprise.com.
Send your product announcements or news releases to brian@gutterenterprise.com

The audience for Gutter Enterprise
is a diverse group of seamless gutter
installers: residential and commercial,
suppliers, roofers (looking for installers) and wholesalers across the country. The support network of these professionals promotes gutter installations
and increases business relationships in
the industry. Who understands seamless gutter installers, contractors and
suppliers than similar companies?
The concept of Gutter Enterprise is to
create a community; readers helping
and informing other readers. Columns
are written by gutter installers. Q&A
pieces feature installers, contractors
and suppliers of gutter products.
Gutter Enterprise aims to produce a
publication for seamless gutter installers (residential and commercial), contractors and suppliers to have a onestop resource for everything gutters,
downspouts, foundation protection
and water harvesting.

Contact Us: 717-940-6231
brian@gutterenterprise.com

ALL WEATHER ARMOUR®

www.allweatherarmour.com 888-654-4942

Gutters don’t solve Ice Dam
problems - but together with
AWA products they can!
IceArmour® Common Features

IceArmour® Eave Panel

Performance
• Eave panels prevent ice dam and icicle
IceArmour® heat panels provide the largest heat
formations by providing the right amount of
transfer area and temperature while eliminating the
heat to the roof’s edge.
risks associated with snow and ice accumulations.
• For eaves with 12”-18” overhangs the
Low Cost-Energy Efficient
IceArmour® Eave Panel I will stop all ice
IceArmour® heat panels fit almost every budget while
dams from forming.
reducing environmental impact. Our unique design
• For eaves with 24” and over using the
maximizes heat transfer and at the same time reduces
patented ArmourLoc Fastener, the
ALL WEATHER ARMOUR® www.allweatherarmour.com IceArmour®
888-654-4942
energy consumption.
Eave Panel II is the right choice.
Elegant Design
Say good-bye to unsightly and inferior performing
IceArmour® Valley Panel
zigzag heating cables! Now melt ice in sub-freezing
• One of the most vulnerable areas of the
temperatures with the elegant design of the
Whatever
Your Gutter Needs
roof are the valleys. Due to the nature of
IceArmour® heat panels. The first choice of home
the Got
design,
ice and snow will accumulate
We’ve
It “Covered!”
builders and architects, this system enhances the look
and cause leaking into the home.
of any exterior.
• IceArmour® Valley Panels are designed
Durability
to eliminate snow and ice buildup in the
IceArmour® heat panels use aluminum extrusions for
valleys. Constructed from heavy extruded
ArmourGuard®
Common
Features
ArmourGuard Standard®
the best heat transfer and strength
to survive in
the
aluminum,
they are then adhered in place
• Works on
all roof and gutter
• Moderate Debris Application
harshest of environments. The Kynar
500/Nylar
5000types
using a• 20
rubberized
adhesive.
• Keeps all debris out of the gutters
Year
Manufacturer
Warranty
paint finish protects against fading and chipping.
• Capillary action maximizes water flow
• Best Entry Level Gutter Guard
Safety
• Easy, yet secure installation
• Cost Effective Solution
Ice covered and melting entrance
wayslowand
high
• Discreet
profile—homeowners
love it
• 1/16” Extruded Aluminum
IceArmour® Gutter Panel
• Aesthetically
pleasingheat
appearance
traffic areas pose a serious liability.
IceArmour®
• Gutter Panels are the perfect solution for
Pitched for
to shed
debrisareas.
naturally
panels provide the guaranteed •safety
these
• Extruded aluminum frame—most durable
Save Money
ArmourGuard Fascia Mount® ice dams that form in the gutters where
• Anodized—use on any gutter materials
debris protection is not necessary.
Save money and maintain year-round
protection
with
• Moderate Debris Application
• Maintenance
free technology
•
20
Year
Manufacturer
Warranty
the IceArmour® heat panels. This
is
the
ideal
system
to
•
Our gutter panels work great in large
• Keeps out pests from gutters
• No Contact with Roofing Materials
• Surgical
316L Stainless Steel Mesh
avoid expensive repairs from large
ice Grade
accumulations.
industrial gutters where eave panels are
• Cost Effective Solution
• Optional SlipLoc Fascia Mounting available
too far away to be effective.
• 1/16” Extruded Aluminum
• Vulcanized rubber bonds mesh to the frame

Become An AWA Dealer!
• Available only thru AWA Authorized Dealers
• Highly Profitable & Innovative Products
• All products patented by AWA
• Exclusive Territories Available
• No Dealer Or Franchise Fees
• No Minimum Orders
• Free Customer Leads

Become An AWA Dealer!
Contact Us Today For:

• Highly Profitable & Innovative Products
• Free Product Samples
• Exclusive Territories Available
• Product Pricing & Profit Potential
• No Dealer Or Franchise Fees
• All The AWA Dealer Details
• No Minimum Orders
• Free Customer Leads

ArmourGuard®
Ice
ArmourGuard Supreme®

• Heavy
Debris Application
• ONLY Four
Season
Gutter Protection
25 Year Manufacturer Warranty
• 25 Year•Manufacturer
Warranty
• Optional SlipLoc Mounting Method
• Integrated
Regulating
• HighSelf
End Gutter
Guard Heat Cable
• 1/8”Ice
Extruded
Aluminum
• Eliminates
Dams
and Icicles
• 1/8” Extruded Aluminum

ArmourGuard Ice®
• ONLY Four Season Gutter Protection

25 Year Manufacturer Warranty
Contact Info: Email:Contact
sales@allweatherarmour.com
••Phone:
888-654-4942 • Website: allweatherarmour.com
Us Today For:
• Integrated Self Regulating Heat Cable
• Free Product Samples
• Product Pricing & Profit Potential
• All The AWA Dealer Details

• Eliminates Ice Dams and Icicles
• 1/8” Extruded Aluminum

The ONLY Four Season Roof & Gutter Protection®
Contact Info:

Email: sales@allweatherarmour.com • Phone: 888-654-4942 • Website: www.allweatherarmour.com

Best Design + Best Technology + Best Materials + Best Construction = Best Gutter Guards!!!

YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW TRY THE

BEST

A GUTTER PROTECTION SYSTEM THAT ACTUALLY WORKS
The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System is a gutter cover like
no other. The perforated openings provide maximum rain water
flow while restricting leaves and other debris. A sloped rubberbased insert is weather resistant providing added support and
positive drainage.
The extended front end of the
Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter
Corner provides an enlarged
catch basin, directing water
away from the front edge and
channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overflowing.
The extensive line of gutter
hangers includes M-Hook, Quick
Release and Hefty Hidden Hangers
for installations that are fast,
straight and secure.
We are the supplier to the major manufacturers and distributors for their
fittings in their colors.

For your FREE Samples of these
products, contact your supplier
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com

20655 Northline Road
Taylor, Michigan 48180
734.287.8840 | 800.544.0393 | Fax 734.287.8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.

